Dear Daniel K. Hollingshead:

A construction permit amendment was originally issued on December 12, 2019 to address new emission factors for TAMKO and mistakenly received permit number 062015-091A and referenced permit 062015-091 instead of receiving permit number 062015-009A and referencing permit 062015-009. Please replace the previous amendment, Project # 2019-05-02, with this new amendment letter. The following is the corrected amendment content.

The installation wide emission calculations submitted on April 17, 2019 list seventeen individual Hazardous Air Pollutants (HAPs) that have not historically been quantified in permit related emission calculations. These additional HAP emissions are associated with asphalt blow stills EP BS-ABl-A, EP BS-ABl-B, EP BS-AB2-A, and EP BS-AB2-B. The emission factors for these additional HAPs come from the Proposed Emission Factors for Criteria Pollutants and Hazardous Air Pollutants from Asphalt Roofing Manufacturing, May 12, 2003, Blowing Still Controlled by a Thermal Oxidizer Operating without Catalyst Table A-1. The total potential emissions associated with these new HAPs are approximately 0.005 tons/year. The potential emissions of each of these new HAPs are below their screening model action level (SMAL) limits. The addition of these new HAPs brings the installation’s potential emissions of total HAPs to 5.9 tons/year which does not exceed the de minimis level of 25 tons/year for total HAPs. For the blowstill limit of 40 CFR 63 Subpart AAAAAAA National Emission Standards for Hazardous Air Pollutants for Area Sources: Asphalt Processing and Asphalt Roofing Manufacturing the potential emissions of polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons (PAH) are 0.00002 lb/ton, well below the limit of 0.003 lb/ton. Since the SMAL, de minimis and Subpart AAAAAAAA levels are not exceeded by the inclusion of these new HAP’s none of the construction permit 062015-009 special conditions are affected and no changes to special condition are made in this amendment.

If you were adversely affected by this permit decision, you may be entitled to pursue an appeal before the administrative hearing commission pursuant to Sections 621.250 and 643.075.6 RSMo. To appeal, you must file a petition with the administrative hearing commission within
thirty days after the date this decision was mailed or the date it was delivered, whichever date was earlier. If any such petition is sent by registered mail or certified mail, it will be deemed filed on the date it is mailed; if it is sent by any method other than registered mail or certified mail, it will be deemed filed on the date it is received by the administrative hearing commission, whose contact information is: Administrative Hearing Commission, United States Post Office Building, 131 West High Street, Third Floor, P.O. Box 1557, Jefferson City, Missouri 65102, phone: 573-751-2422, fax: 573-751-5018, website: www.oa.mo.gov/ahc.

If you have any questions regarding this correction, please do not hesitate to contact Jared Rhodes, at the department’s Air Pollution Control Program, P.O. Box 176, Jefferson City, MO 65102 or at (573) 751-4817. Thank you for your attention to this matter.

Sincerely,

AIR POLLUTION CONTROL PROGRAM

Kendall B. Hale
Permits Section Chief

KBH:jara
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c: Southwest Regional Office
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